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POLITICS! POLITICS!
Either because of political atmosphere caused by the coming national conventions, or because of the disturbing influence of Roosevelt, a large number of our national policies, politics and politics frequent and, though carefully concealed, nevertheless evident in the class of 1908. Ward ten meets with Ward six, votes are swapped, and the ward homes wax exceedingly strong. A dues raises hanging in the air. What has happened? Is there a storm in the future in store?

To the Editors of The Tech.

Dear Sirs:—Referring to the editorial in today's Tech concerning the national atmosphere, I wish to make a few remarks on the following lines.

Ward ten meets with Ward six, votes are swapped, and the ward homes wax exceedingly strong. It does matter that on the Class Day Committee there be two seniors who are relatives of Mr. Roosevelt and a few other worthy organizations are lacking for efficient representation. It is not pleasant to hear that after four years of general dearth of news. Also it is a general dearth of news. It is said by the leaders in charge of the movement for course representation that the principle of the students is to put representatives from every course on the Class Day committee. Several others in the movement are making it a "drive" against secret societies to support the ticket.

That there is an understanding between the leaders of the student body and those of the students is known to be true.

The E. E. Society does not refuse to pay their annual bill. The treasurer had no idea that the bill had been paid last year. Last year's bill was received by the treasurer last year. Neither of these men knew what they were doing on the ticket and both were embarrassed in their duties not to be conformed with.

It is understood that this ticket will be made up in a final form and handed to the men who wish to vote in this manner, together with those who have already pledged themselves to the various committees to support the ticket.

The attention of Secretaries and Banquet Committees of Dining Clubs, Societies, Lodges, etc., is called to the fact that the Copley Square Hotel has exceptionally comfortable quarters, and that they are available to patrons of the Tech. (Continued from page 1.)
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